Harvard Varsity Crew Takes Trip
Spin on Charles River In Special Shell

This is the first of a series of articles devoted to the Pennsylvania from The Harvard Crimson covering the special conditions at Harvard.

The Harvard varsity crew, under the direction of Captain Frank Jones, has been preparing for the spring season of the Pennsylvania Triangular Meet, which will be held on the Charles river later this month.

The crew consists of nine men who have been selected for various events during the past winter, and who are expected to do well in the meet.

The meet will be held on the Charles river near Cambridge, and will feature some of the most skilled rowers from the various universities.

The Harvard crew is expected to do well in the meet, and is looking forward to a chance to show their skills against some of the top teams in the country.
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CARLTON'S CLOTHES

The Fairmount Laundry
Harry Huffman, Proprietor

1117 WALNUT ST. PHILADELPHIA

Announce the arrival of a new and exclusive line of woolens imported direct for men wear and respectfully invite your inspection.

Direct from Our New York Distributing Shops in Fine Worsted Suitings New Colorings $45.00 with 2 pair trousers

TheCommentator's Chat

Those of us who were fortunate in being able to see "In Heidelberg" when it was presented at the Minstrel Theater some five months ago agree in thinking that, since "The Student Prince," coming to the same theater the previous evening, is more likely than prove a revelation as compared to the vehicle's first presentation, the advantage of the famous operetta two distinct departures will be made to choose notices advised. In the first place, the entire cast and company have been restaged. Lines have been cut here and there, lyrics changed to suit the tempo of the air, and the completion of the company as arranged so that one person will be out of harmony with the entire piece. This is not of sufficient note to warrant an unusual amount of interest upon the part of the average housegoer. But this is only the half of it. To my mind, the bigness and better point lies in the fact that an almost entirely new cast is to be seen with the production. And let even Abe Ben Addon, our old friend of Wolf Hopper's, himself. All we know of Wolf Hopper's is that the man is a master fast inspirer of the old line of shame opera- tions and light comedies by the mere returning to Quakerstown once again and having his name put on the most sensational tools in this latest musical musical. The last time that I saw Mr. Hopper was in Washington D.C., as during the latter part of 1923, when, at that period, he was giving a weekly staged "student" and the idea met with hasty approval. It was quite a novel sight to the capital city and to the usual amount of entertainment was not done by several friends of my own. However, at the end of the due Hopper was hot and tired and did not particularly the latter. While strolling the streets after the first run took us past Wolf's, and one of the boys expressing that we "take a show," the idea met with hasty execution. The next day we went out on a most pleasant evening. I had seen de Wolf before that day, and when my experience was even younger than my age, so the show was of particular interest. There was something about the act out of the gentleman that left an unforgettable picture, but whether it was an idea of a figure drifting beyond the phosphoric, or of a person repeating the benefits of audience work over many years, that idea, I am, is merely a forgotten memory. However, it is indeed nice to know of Mr. Hopper's production in this city, and deserves one that will be shared by all audiences of this rental old soul.

In addition to the veteran star, James Lloyd will take part of the roles of Miss Odette Larruce, the celebrated French beauty, has the role of Mathieu; Lee Rogers will be seen as Pobler Tran- servis, but even here in the original "Bouillon" company, has the assistance of the Prime Minister, Mathie- cruze de la Beuze and the Duke, but, but at least, Ondine will be impersonated by George Hackett. Building these head-scores many major roles by the produc- ers, and people of note are accompanying him for the success of the opening performances. Miss Dorothy Kennedy, author of the play, and Steven Mr. Raymond Bebeurthe, the composer of the music, Mr. Watson Barrett, design- er of the scenery from actual scenes in Heidelberg; Mr. Max Berek, master of the characters of the principals; J. C. Hoffman, author of the production, and M. R. Mr. Blumenfeld, leader of the players. With with celebrities as above, "The Student Prince" should indeed be a most amus- ing opening and reap the harvest of which so much has been looking for the past months in New York City. The return of Bullock and his Chorus to America this season adds another chapter to the long and varied history of the work of the Russian theatre. Continued on Page Six
SOPHOMORES GAIN LEAD IN BAND COMPETITION
Second-Year Men Score Sweating 17° Victory Over Rivals in Wrestling Matches
HONORS IN BOXING DIVIDED
By virtue of its sweeping victory in the interclass wrestling match most was held Wednesday, the Class of 1927 as earned the lead in the Pennsian bowl competition. The Sophomores grappled won every event from their freshman opponents. The boxing contests, which were also held Wednesday, resulted in a tie. Handcapped by the superior experience of their opponents, the Freshman wrestlers fought gamely to overcome their disadvantage, but were finally forced to bow to the superior skill of the sophomore men. McDonald, who won second place in the 145-pound class at the intercollegiates, scored the only fall for the Sophomores when he threw Smith after a short struggle.

DIAMOND JEWELRY
We Specialize in
Jewelry and
Watch Repairing
Nathan Simon
131 Chestnut St.

SACK SUITS
"Men's Clothing of Distinction"—more than just a name. Our patterns are in keeping with the latest fashions. Our cutters, in addition to being expert in their line, are able to shape any form, and are able to turn out a suit in two or three weeks. Satisfaction guaranteed. Hanke's.

THIS TALK OF THE TOWN
"THE NEWEST NEW THING"

THE DANCE BOX
Bread and Buns
Art Coogans
INDEFINITE
Dance Band
85¢ to 50¢
Every Evening till 1 a.m.
Saturday matinees, 25¢ to 50¢
Girls and Lads, hilarious
Mg. Boy, 1131 Spruce St.
"The Grand Buffet for a Penny Dance After the Show"
Starts every night.

COLLEGIATE SUITS AND
TOPCOATS
$25.00 to $32.50

Moss Clothes
425 Market St., Philadelphia
Open Evenings Till 6 o'clock
Phone, Lombard 3499

Christmann's Bakery
D. J. Timmons Prop.
BREAD—ROLLS—PASTRY
326 Woodland Ave.
Fresenius Supplied. Baking 5665

PYLE & INNES
Leading collegiate Tailors
113 Walnut Street

PYLE & INNES
Leading collegiate Tailors
113 Walnut Street

TAKING OPPORTUNITY TO STUDENTS TO GET INTO A PAYING BUSINESS DURING VACATIONS AND IN OUT OF TOWNS. BRINK O'NEILL CO., 10 North 224 Street, second floor.

TALK WITH MOTHER IS WORTH IT
Make a Telephone Date with Mother and Dad!

Take A Weekly Trip Home—Over The Telephone
Hundreds of College Men and Women weekly trips home... over the telephone.

UNIVERSITY CLOTHES SHOP
3705 Spruce Street
These little folders have been distributed all over the city.

UNIVERSITY CLOTHES SHOP
3705 Spruce Street

Look High — Look Low Wherever you go — They will tell you That for values
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J. 1'. Crawford, Jr.

"AN OUT"!

Edward H. Jack, Jr.

"Scrambled Eggs in a Skillet"—That's Just What We've Been Trying to Do Ever Since! Why are we in college? Frankly, we don't know. Certainly not as a means of escape. Of course, there is the belief that we derive from our terms of easy familiarity with Flitz. Along with the habitat of wild muskrats and the practices of not washing clothes, surely, the faculty can't see any reason for us being in college, having just subjected us to several examinations, so we leave it up to Perry. Perhaps the real reason is to learn the paper crimping for house parties.

However, one of the justifications of a college education is that Mr. Marks cites is the best we've heard; it should certainly be included in the University catalog. He says that it is for students who came to college so that they could join the university club in their hometown.

The author of "The Flautant Ao" also states that colleges are teaching men to make suspenders and rags, etc. Expli-

MISS ROBERTSON,

...we leave it 

"ARRANGEMENTS COMPLETED FOR ANNUAL GREENS BALL!"

Restaurant owners, please note. We wonder whether they will serve "soup" meals?

At the same time that the Dodge Motor Company was selling for a hundred dollars, we were selling on our installments for two scales and the sum we were.

The judges are coming to this week's hot test before the student who, in a charitable mood, gave a ticket for the box seats to a fee outside the ball and stood there to catch his breath, were enough to see the young Penn sell it.

Aside from a Pennsylvania, according to the papers, and ever sells own millions. We covered that he has not up to us. On the next in the next room to our ears was millions.

A Freshman informs us that in the dormitory papers forget that it is open and keep advertising a Motion concern.

"Wrestling Tournament—Not Associated in Athletics"! Both was the notice. We hope the dancers scored a victory.

"Yes, sir, the taxi is in the way now"—and the wee little brown beat and APPETIZING.

BVEE is still waiting for the taxi, plus Egg, Hogs, P. Y. and Gin.

Pennsylvania

"MERCHANDISE THAT EXPRESSS PERSONALITY"

Hotel Times Square

255 West 43rd Street

Just west of Broadway

New York City

"AROUND THE CORNER FROM EVERYTHING"
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"FOOD FOR THOUGHT!"

Periodically undergraduates are accustomed to hear of or read of the establishment of a Committee—a cen-

centrallized place under the supervision of the Univer-
sity, which to some extent the campus contains restaurants and boarding houses which distribute

Seedless, this propagation, to our knowledge, has

Perry Marks comes out with the statement that "colleges for a man," it would seem that due to the spring weather, Perry has for once an open opportunity.

He says that most students don't know why they are in college. That's just what we've been trying to do ever since. Why are we in college? Frankly, we don't know. Certainly not as a means of escape. Of course, there is the belief that we derive from our terms of easy familiarity with Flitz. Along with the habitat of wild muskrats and the practices of not washing clothes, surely, the faculty can't see any reason for us being in college, having just subjected us to several examinations, so we leave it up to Perry. Perhaps the real reason is to learn the paper crimping for house parties.

However, one of the justifications of a college education is that Mr. Marks cites is the best we've heard; it should certainly be included in the University catalog. He says that it is for students who came to college so that they could join the university club in their hometown.

The author of "The Flautant Ao" also states that colleges are teaching men to make suspenders and rags, etc. Finally, we have missed a lot in our college career. This University has been wasting our time with Latin and calculus and psychology instead of teaching us something worth while—like making suspenders or rags, etc.

The box was disguised the other day for hitting his opponent's arm, and was to have been lost by the skin of his teeth.

Today there are more championships in boxing than in a Flautant, there is the heavyweight champion, light heavyweight, middleweight, lightweight, weight and so on down to the midget weight championships. If long on prime are being given out so freely, why not hold out for the one who has had the champion so far? Almost any one can solve a more literary or com-}
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WHERE TO GO IN PHILADELPHIA
THE BEST THEATERS, MOVIES, PLACES TO DINE AND DANCE

B.F. KEITH'S THEATRE
CHESTNUT AND TWELFTH STREETS

THIS WEEK

Exciting Philadelphia Engagements.
NELLIE & SARA KOLUN
Curtains Separates in a Song Musical

EDW. STANISLOFF & GRACE
In Gateway Wanderers with Six English Girls

WILLIE WEST, NIGGTY & Co.
In a Piano Forte, "House-Builders,

BIG SURROUNDING BILL OF FEATURES
WEEK COMMENCING MONDAY APRIL 6th

The Distinctive Legitimate Star
WALLACE EDDINGER
In "Things Could Be Worse"

The Musical Comedy
FRED HEIDER & Co.
With a Bevy of Beauties in "Up a Tree"

ROBERT BENCHLEY
Famous Humorist and Critic of Life

LILLIAM FITZGERALD
In New Songs with Oliver Scott at the Piano

WON'T YOU DRINK THE BEST THEATERS, MOVIE'S, AND DANCE DINE

ALDINE

19TH & CHESTNUT

DAILY. 8.25 & 8.30
ALL SEATS RESERVED

THE LOST WORLD

ARRIVING
ROMANTIC

UNUSUAL

AT THE ALDINE

"The Lost World" is a fine picture which combines both entertainment and scientific education, to the advantage of the Alliance Theatre, where the production is very different from the ordinary film. Its double aspect makes it a fascinating attraction admitted on its own terms. But for those few who desire a regular picture, the love, romance, adventure as well as education it affords is happily combined in an amazing picture. Aids from the love and romance are there to those who seek them, and amusing snippets which apparently live and breathe in the film, they add a new life and a new spirit to the production, which is provided by the audience evidently. One is tempted to wonder at the mechanical ingenuity with which this film is constructed, the marvels of a period of millions of years since the prehistoric age. Among those in the cast of "The Lost World" are Bettee Love, Lora Jenson, Clara Berry, Lewis Stone, Alma Bennett, Virginia Brown Fair, Paul Montgomery and Arthur Hoyt.

CONWAYS FOR TICKETS
Arthur Conway & Co. maintain a complete service for the handling of the tickets among the downtown playhouses. Through them it is possible for one to obtain the best seats for any current play of advance attraction in the city. Conway's make a small charge for their services but one which is consistent with the benefits rendered. There is no attempt to arrange the tickets. Nor does the company in any way do business after the fashion of the "walk-in" departments. Conway's try only to render a service which is of considerable convenience to the patrons of the theatre who desire to be avant-garde in the playhouses. For the best seats it is advisable to secure them through Conway & Co.

EVERYBODY understands how much peace of mind depends on the physical comfort. It takes a wonderfully fine entertainment to make one forget physical discomfort or disadvantages. In a theatre, or out of it, an uncomfortable or dissatisfactory seat spoils your play, mentally as well as physically. The only thing worse is to be not able to get any seat, especially if the entertainment's one you are in. People who get 10th or 15th place in a theatre of their special interest is to provide satisfactory seats. THEY USE THE SERVICE OF THE CONWAY AGENCY, where one is sure of a seat, and in many cases, specially provided to display new-fangled creations of the constructor.

CLEAN
YELLOW CABS are clean, they are washed inside and out every day.

No Charge for Extra Passengers and The Lowest Rate in Philadelphia.

Yellow Cab Locust 3200

DRIVING PRICES

ANNUAL SALE

HAMITON GARAGE
STORAGE, REPAIRS AND ACCESSORIES
127 to 133 SOUTH 37TH STREET
B. B. Rumfitt's, Mgr. Barings 7669

SAXOPHONES
BAND-CONCERT INSTRUMENTS
AGAIN PRICES
DeVoce and Glass
1902 Market Street
шихе Evening.
Agents Sunbeam, Saxcy, Larry, Larry

FLEMMINGS, LTD.
offer
Semi-Annual Sale
everything
MARKED DOWN 20 P. C.
1314 WALNUT STREET

service
No matter where you may be - a clean safe yellow always ready.

MARSHALL FIELD, 1000 W. Roosevelt Rd. Chicago, Illinois
WASHINGTON, HOTEL ALMONT, BEN Franklin Hotel

HAMILTON GARAGE
STORAGE, REPAIRS AND ACCESSORIES
127 to 133 SOUTH 37TH STREET
B. B. Rumfitt's, Mgr. Barings 7669

SAXOPHONES
BAND-CONCERT INSTRUMENTS
AGAIN PRICES
DeVoce and Glass
1902 Market Street

Semi-Annual Sale
everything
MARKED DOWN 20 P. C.
1314 WALNUT STREET
FRATERNITY QUINTETS
MEET IN FINALS TODAY

Alpha Sigma Phi and Kappa Sigma Frate in Title Contest in Weightman Hall

TEAMS ARE EVENLY MATCHED
Kappa Sigma's veteran will clash with the Alpha Sigma Phi quintet this afternoon at 1:15 in Weightman Hall to decide the championship of the Interfraternity Basketball League. The team are the leaders in their respective groups. Kappa Sigma leading the Blue division and Alpha Sigma Phi setting the pace in the Red division.

This year's game will decide the winner of the trophy which was donated by the firm of A. G. Spalding & Co. to the winning team in the final round of the championship.

According to Mr. Kinloch, director of intramural activities, the teams appear to be evenly matched. Kappa Sigma maintained an unblemished record, and Alpha Sigma Phi suffered only one defeat in the seven games played.

Twelve teams competed throughout the season, and during the past eight weeks the rival quintets fought hard for the honors in their respective sections. The final standing of the two divisions is as follows:

BLUE DIVISION

W. L. P.C.

Alpha Sigma Phi........... 6 1 .66
Beta Sigma Phi.......... 5 2 .51
Sigma Alpha Mu......... 5 1 .64
Sigma Chi............. 5 2 .69
Phi Delta Theta...... 5 2 .69
Sigma Tau Phi.......... 5 2 .69

RED DIVISION

W. L. P.C.

Kappa Sigma .......... 6 1 .66
Beta Delta............. 6 1 .66
Sigma Alpha Epsilon.. 5 1 .64
Delta Xi............. 5 2 .69
Beta Tau............ 4 2 .65
Pi Lambda Phi........ 4 3 .71

The Commentator's Chat

To you men in search of opportunities

The Insurance Company of North America has a number of openings in its organization that offer opportunities for interesting and remunerative careers.

As the Oldest American Fire and Marine Insurance Company, the Insurance Company of North America has enjoyed 132 years of closest contact with American commercial and industrial activities and development. Its organization and scope of influence are world-wide.

Inquiries are invited.

INSURANCE COMPANY OF NORTH AMERICA

3rd & Walnut St.
Philadelphia
NOTICES

LAST—At Crew House, wall between valuable student papers and money, walk jet valued at $11. Finder keep money and return wall to the crew by 12 noon Friday.

Eaton—Chapel services are held daily in Houston Hall at 3, 5, 7 A.M.

University Senate—The Student Oll Company plans to have a representative at the University this morning at 11. All members of the Senate are requested to attend.

Senior Picture Committee—All members of the committee make reports at noon, 29th Craig House.

Punch Bowl—Picture will be taken at Triangle stop at 11:15 a.m. today.

Rifle Team—Picture will be taken at 1:45 M in the little quadrangle. Wharton Senior—Hill & Co. will have a representative at the Wharton school this afternoon to interview men interested in band selling. Appointments may be made in Room 260.

WANTED—Several boys for pleasant, light work in the mail room at 11:30 A.M. There are also good openings in the Tutoring Room.

WARM Welcome at Winters

MEDICAL SCHOOL FIVE MEETS JEFFERSON MEDICS SATURDAY

Since basketball is the only athletic activity in which the Dean of the Medical School allows his students to participate, a court area has been scheduled between the members of the University Graduate School and Jefferson School in Weirman Hall, Saturday evening, April 5.

The material from which the Medical school will draw its players is quite penurious, and consists, for the most part, of men who were noted athletes at the institutions from which they went. Knight, who played forward on the frosh team, was graduated from Pennsylvania, where he played basket-ball and was a stopback man. Wood, who plays center and guard, is a Princeton man. Among the best of the Varisty basketball team is a South Philadelphian, out in his first year. McGinley was placed on Michigan on the basketball and football teams. Money placed at Penns., where he was captain of the football team. Urch, another first-year man, placed at Paris and Minneapolis. Everett is from Trinity College in the South, Riverside. All-American football player, participated in the prac-

Fraternities - Attention

We give special service and prices to fraternities.

Highest quality of meat obtainable on Campus

You Will Find—

Things just as you desire them. We have the finest and most complete line of Drugs. Tubel Articles and Student Supplies to be found anywhere in West Phila.

Zullinger's Drug Store

40th and Spruce Sts.

Baring 1324

Do You Need Money?

See Dave Brooks, 5211 Woodland Ave.

Money Loan Office

Money loaned on anything

Buy and sell anything

Wright & Ottson Tennis Balls 45c

Tennis Rackets $2.00 up.

Golf Goods

Baseball Goods

Musical Goods

Rings, Keys

Store your raccoon Coat and use the money over summer.

BUSINESS CONFIDENTIAL

Pennocks Meat Market

3814 MARKET ST.

The Campus Shop—3649-51 Woodland Ave.

One "Buy" In a Million!

Never again do we expect to offer Pennsylvania men another "Buy" as good as these topcoats.

A big maker of finest clothing overstocked. He offered 200 snappiest, smartest, finest tailored topcoats at a "give away" price.

We grabbed 'em. Here they are.

The very latest in Spring neckwear

Imported English Checks to be found at Guilford's exclusively.

Four-in-hands, $1.00

Bargains, 75c

Handkerchiefs to match, 15c

200 Newest, Spring-Styled, All-Wool, Hand-Tailored

TOP COATS

Values to

$65.00

$34.50

PLAIDS, CHECKS, MIXTURES, and PLAIN SHADES

New Blues and Grays

Patterns duplicate imported English wovens. Every coat Hand Tailored and Silk Lined.

Positively the smartest, finest finished and best-looking topcoat you ever saw even at double the price.

The Campus Shop

3649-51 Woodland Ave.

Guilford's

The Manager's Shop—3649-51 Woodland Ave.
It pays to go out of your way for something good.

— KOPPISCH OF COLUMBIA ENTERS RELAY CARNIVAL

Former Football Captain and Well-Known Athlete, Will Compete in Relay Carnival on April 24 and 25.

HAS GOOD TIME FOR 440 YARDS

Walter Koppisch, the two-year captain of the Columbia football team, and one of the fastest quarter mile men in the country, is again in condition and will be able to participate in the Relay Carnival on April 24 and 25. He will run in the quarter mile and sprint medley relay teams on Friday, May 2, and again on Columbia's wartime relay teams. Last year Koppisch did not recover from his foot ball injuries and was unable to prove his worth in Pennsylvania's track classic. This year his knee was injured again, but by starting out of indoor competitions and by easy training he is expected to be in good shape as ever this spring.

Koppisch went to Columbia four years ago as one of the greatest inter-scholastic track men in the country. He at once made his place on the football team, and has been one of the big stars of the game ever since. On the track he developed into one of the best quarter mile men in this country, which is shown by the fact that he has run the distance indoors in 41.5 seconds and in less than 40 seconds indoors.

Columbia won the quarter-mile relay last year, and, with the same team, they hope to retain their honors this season. In the pre-season race last season Columbia was raced in Harvard. This year, with Schmidt, Thosdahl and Huntz, veterans of previous seasons, all showing fine form, they expect to have a much faster quarter than last year. Among the other entries in this event are Boston College, Ohio State, Cornell, and the various college and prep schools, all of whom have made good records in the indoor meets, and for this reason the four-man race is expected to be one of the features of the Carnival.

JEWISH ASSOCIATION

Drive Shows Progress

and continued, "we should be the har-..." said James M. Henderson, president of the C. A., in discussing the totals of the fraternity group last evening. "I feel sure that the present showing now will constitute the fraternity's true appreciation of the work done by the association, and that the final figures will express the true sentiments of a greater number on the 104-ray color honor roll." Among the honored boosters of yesterday's totals were several administrative officials of the University, including President Proctor, Vice-President Merrick, E. W. Madsen, F. Cor- lee Morgan, E. T. Munday, as well as the doctors of the respective departments. The group's total now stands at 3,148, having contributed a total of $10,418, although the team captained by Frank, Gill is in the van for the entire campaign, with a total of approximately $8,000.

To the list of campus store supporters of the C. A. was added that of the University Arts Specialty Shop, 3423 Woodland Avenue.

THE COPPER KETTEL

3433 Walnut St.
LUNCHEON NO. 161.
CHICKEN WAFFLE DINNER
WEDNESDAY AND SATURDAY

GORDON in ARROW SHIRT

With the native color, the Gordon Arrow Shirt is a true replica of the rigorous Arrow Line men, CULVER PEABODY & CO., MAKERS.

THE CUT FOR COLLEGE MEN

Society Brand's
three button high

This season the college suit is again the three button high. But there's a difference. College men know what the difference is. They find it in the Dunlin. Cut for them by Society Brand.

As low as $40
and up to $75

THE GIMBEL STORE—for Men

MARKET: CHESTNUT: EIGHTH: NINTH